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Japanese interest in Antarctica began perhaps
with the notable expedition of Lieutenant Nobu
(Choku) Shirase in the auxiliary schooner Kainanmaru to the Bay of Whales in 1911_1912. 1 Several
pioneering land reconnaissances and oceanographic
surveys of the nearby Ross Sea were made. Since 1934,
Japan has engaged extensively in whaling activities,
particularly in the waters fringing East Antarctica.2
These activities kept alive and encouraged Japanese
interest in Antarctica until plans for the International
Geophysical Year (1957-1958) spurred Japanese scientists to active participation in research.' These
plans culminated in 1955 with the establishment of
an Antarctic Committee in the Science Council of
Japan and an Antarctic Program in the Ministry
of Education. 4 The latter was responsible for preparing the plans and actively undertaking the first
Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition (J.A.R.E.) .
The Japanese Maritime Safety Board provided the
transportation—a reconstructed 4,200-ton icestrengthened patrol ship named Soya.
J.A.R.E.-1 (1956-1958), under Dr. Takesi Nagata's
leadership, sailed with 53 scientists and logistic support personnel, 240 tons of supplies, 18 Sakhalin sledge
dogs, and a Cessna 180 light airplane. 6 Also aboard
Soya when she left Japan on November 8, 1956, were
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two Bell 47–G helicopters, primarily for ice reconnaissance. The expedition carried out a reconnaissance of
the Lützow-Holm Bay area of East Antarctica and
erected Showa Station on the bare rock of the northeast portion of East Ongul Island at 69°00'22"S.
39°35'24"E. This site is 5 km west across the icecovered Ongul Sound from the ice front of the
continental plateau. The station was erected on
schedule, and an 11-man group of scientists under
Dr. Eizaburo Nishibori became the first winteringover party. Strategically located as this site is for
various operational and reconnaissance activities and
local scientific research, it also has proven to be one
of the most difficult to reach by ship because of the
severe weather and ice conditions.
Japanese occupation of Showa ceased temporarily
in February 1962 as J.A.R.E.-6 returned home
aboard the Soya after sealing the station and storing its equipment. During the 1961-1962 season, the
Tokyo University of Fisheries completed an oceanographic cruise in east antarctic waters in its ship
Umitaka-maru, a program that has continued unabated to this day. Results of the oceanographic and
marine biological investigations have been published
in the journal of the Tokyo University of Fisheries.
Although Japan had closed her station, she continued an active interest in antarctic scientific programs. Japanese scientists specializing in polar research participated with other nations in field work
and continued active cooperation with them in a
variety of programs.
While Showa Station was closed between 1962
and 1965, the Japanese antarctic program underwent
significant changes, particularly with respect to logistics. 7 During this period, the Japanese Government
built a modern icebreaker, Fuji," especially for the
antarctic program. This icebreaker has a normal
displacement of 7,760 tons, a draft of 8.3 m (27 ft),
a length of 100 m (330 ft), and a beam of 22 m (73
ft). It is powered by diesel-electric engines delivering
a maximum of 12,000 hp, has a cruising speed of
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about 15 knots, and a maximum speed of 17 knots.
It can break ice up to 6 m (19 ft) thick. While
essentially a logistic support vessel, Fuji has excellent
facilities for research. Also aboard are two long-range
Sikorski helicopters, capable of carrying 26 passengers
or about 1,800 kg of cargo, and a Bell 47—G helicopter, primarily for short-range reconnaissance.
Fuji was commissioned in June 1965 and, on
November 20, departed Tokyo for Showa Station
with J.A.R.E.-7 scientists and logisticians including
a U.S. Exchange Scientist." Since then, continued
success has encouraged the Japanese Government to
promote the program to a nearly autonomous position within the Ministry of Education.'° The scientific and related accomplishments of each expedition
are reported regularly in the Antarctic Record.11
Each year since 1965, the Japanese Government
has invited the United States Government to appoint
an Exchange Scientist to accompany the expedition.12
United States representatives also accompaned the
expedition in 1958-1959 and 1960_1961 . 13 This review of the highlights of the program and accomplishments of the wintering-over party of J.A.R.E.10 (1968-1970) and the early part of J.A.R.E.-11
has been prepared by the U.S. Exchange Scientist
accompanying J.A.R.E.-1 1 during the past austral
summer (December 14, 1969—March 31, 1970).

Aboard Fuji
The author boarded the Japanese Maritime SelfDefense Force icebreaker 5001 Fuji at Fremantle,
Australia, on December 14 and was greeted by the
Scientific Leader of J.A.R.E.-11, Dr. Tatsuro Matsuda. Fuji, which had departed Tokyo on November
20 and arrived at Fremantle on December 10, was
under the command of Captain Hideo Isobe, assisted
by Captain Fuyuki Maeda. On board were 40 scientists and technicians, some 220 officers and crew, and
two exchange scientists, Dr. Garth Morgan of Australia, a mechanical engineer, and the author. Thirty
of the 40 scientists and technicians comprised the
wintering-over personnel under Dr. Matsuda, a biologist, and Mr. Sadao Kawaguchi, a meteorologist,
who served as his deputy and leader of the summer operations. Both are members of the permanent professional staff of the Polar Research Center in Tokyo.
On December 16, Fuji departed Fremantle and
set a west-southwest course into the warm, calm seas
of the Indian Ocean. The following day, at 33°55'S.
111°27'E., as the course was laid due south, the seas
became heavy and turbulent, a condition that lasted
through several days. Each day, all hands were
awakened at 6:00 AM (local time). Weather and
seas permitting, calisthenics began on the helicopter
deck at 6:10, then breakfast at 6:30, and assignment
to duties and a continuation of prescribed activities
at 7:00.
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Throughout the voyage and into Lfltzow-Holm
Bay, there were frequent conferences between the
scientists and technicians and logisticians about the
pending offloading and construction operations at
Showa Station. The scientists, especially the biologists, made a variety of observations en route to
Showa, until the heavy pack ice restricted some of
them.
Adjoining the Captain's bridge on Fuji is a wellequipped meteorological laboratory, from where a
continuous program of observations was carried out
on weather, the state of the sea, and ice conditions.
From a station on the deck below the helicopter pad
aft, the biologists and oceanographers conducted
periodic surveys, including surface-water sampling
and routine chemical analysis of seawater, observations of zooplankton and phytoplankton, recording
of temperature and salinity at selected depths, measurements of currents, bathythermographic observations, and drag-net collection of marine organisms.
At 40 0 , 50 0 , and 60°S., the Australian Exchange
Scientist released 500 plastic plates bearing a request
that, if found, the plate should be sent to the Australian Oceanographic Laboratory in Adelaide. It is
hoped that enough plates will be returned to give
some indication of currents and drift. The U.S. Exchange Scientist made a photographic and descriptive study of the structure of the ice, especially the
effect of plankton on its color and composition.
The first iceberg was sighted on December 23 at
59 0 12'S. 105 0 43'E. Then followed a rapid increase
in the number of icebergs and a succession of fields
of pack ice and a rapid drop in temperature
to nearly 0°C. Near midnight on the 23rd, at
61 0 33'S. 105°34'E., the track of Fuji was directed
to a nearly due west course through successive fields
of berg-studded pack ice and open water. On Christmas Eve, the scientists and officers and crew gave
a dinner party for the two exchange scientists, complete with gifts, decorated cakes, and Christmas
decorations.
On December 26, a map of the area of East Antarctica between Queen Mary Coast and Queen Maud
Land showing the state of the ice, the various leads,
and the distribution of the pack ice was compiled
from information received from a variety of sources,
notably the ESSA satellite and Soviet flights over
the area (Fig. 1). The map showed a long, narrow,
open-water highway between the edge of the fast ice
and the pack leading west almost to the entrance to
Lützow-Holm Bay. In order to reach this open-water
lead, Fuji first had to break through a wide area of
pack ice and communities of icebergs. On December
28, the Bell and Sikorski helicopters carried out extensive flights of ice reconnaissance. On December
29, Fuji entered the heavy continuous pack ice. Early
in the morning of December 30, the U.S. Exchange
233
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Figure 1. Map based on ESSA Nimbus satellite photography showing the state of the ice on December 26, 1969.

Scientist was invited by the Captain to accompany
him on a two-hour-long Sikorski helicopter flight
west to the wide entrance to Lützow-Holm Bay to
reconnoiter the ice for the best approach into the
Bay. The open-water highway, clearly shown on the
ESSA map, was followed west.
In the evening of the 31st, Fuji was carefully
nudged into a narrow channel in the pack ice 150 m
off the open-water highway. Here she was berthed,
and New Year's Eve was celebrated with rousing
festivities. On New Year's Day, ceremonies were held
on the helicopter deck and promotions were given to
certain officers and crew members. On January 2,
the U.S. Exchange Scientist accompanied Captain
Isobe and several others including Dr. Matsuda on
the first helicopter flight to Showa Station with mail,
gifts, foodstuffs, and certain scientific instruments. He
was invited to stay at the station until the last flight
in the late afternoon, and was shown the station and
environs by the J.A.R.E.-10 scientific leader, Dr.
Kou Kusunoki, whose hospitality and cooperation
throughout the month and a half stay at East Ongul
Island and en route to Cape Town were superb (Fig.
2).
Shortly after the return of the last Sikorski flight,
Fuji began the final leg of her voyage to Showa. She
proceeded southwest to a point almost directly north
of Showa and then due south into and through the
heavily berg-studded fast ice of Lützow-Holm Bay.
With relative ease, she charged and cut a path
234

through the fast ice to a small pond of open water
in a small embayment in the west coast of Langhovde
Hills. Here, on January 4, the Australian Exchange
Scientist dropped and anchored an instrument capsule in about 100 fathoms of water to record for one
month various data such as tides and temperatures.
(Unfortunately, successive attempts to retrieve the
capsule at the end of one month were unsuccessful.)
Fuji then continued her track through the fast ice
to a mooring in the ice about 150 m east of East
Ongul Island and 1,250 m southeast of Showa Station (Fig. 3). The first major leg of the voyage had
now been successfully completed on schedule (January 5).
Offloading and Construction
Offloading began almost immediately after Fuji
was moored to the fast ice. One of the first activities
was to transfer oil, by rubber hose, between the ship
and the large new fuel-oil storage tank located on
a hard-rock promontory about a third of the distance
to Showa. The scientists, working in close harmony
with the crew, were responsible for selecting, arranging, and supervising the removal of clearly identified
items of cargo, from small boxes of canned goods to
a large over-snow vehicle. Cargo, selectively offloaded
from Fuji onto the fast ice, was loaded onto sleds and
pulled by snow cars to one of two staging areas on
the fast ice—one about 600 m north of Fuji and the
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL
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Figure 2. Showa Station.

other about 60 m southwest of her. The latter included a large platform of heavy timber for landing
and securing the Sikorski helicopters during the
loading operations. The north staging area tended to
be mostly for heavy items, such as drums of gasoline,
oil, and the like, which were sling-lifted by helicopter
for transport to Showa Station. The helicopter landed
on the wooden platform to be loaded with a wide
variety of relatively light items for delivery to Showa
Station. Some of the heavy items, such as instruments,
machinery, and rocket-related equipment were also
transported by helicopter to the rocket-launching site.
Between January 5 and 20, 1970, two Sikorski helicopters in 248 hops carried 573.3 tons of cargo from
Fuji to Showa Station.
Occasional snowstorms and severe katabatic winds
precluded work on several days. The changes from
optimum sunny conditions to severe, treacherous,
stormy conditions generally were rapid and posed
problems for the helicopters and personnel in the
open staging areas.
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of which there was considerable variety and supply.
Except for these items, which were quickly flown to
Showa and placed in frozen-food lockers, most of
the cargo was placed at specified sites in an acre or
so of undulating bare-rock surface to the north of
the station proper (Fig. 4). Small Japanese trucks
were used to move various smaller bits of cargo to
assiened localities (Fie. 4'). These trucks a ppeared
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Figure 3.

Fuji

moored to the fast ice in Ongul Sound, January 5,
1970.
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Figure 4. Recently offloaded cargo and various transport vehicles
on a bare-rock site next to the main buildings of the station.

to negotiate the rough terrain reasonably well, although they were badly shaken in the process.
Immediately following the completion of offloading,
all hands cooperated in a broad program of construction. Facilities at the end of J.A.R.E.-10 included
20 principal buildings. During the several weeks of
summer work, all of the planned construction was
completed on schedule, including the telemetry, observation, launch, and accessory buildings and the
table and platform for the launching of two rockets.
In addition, two large prefabricated warehouses were
built, a special nonmagnetic seismological station was
installed (on a sand- and gravel-covered floor over
a Precambrian gneiss base), and a concrete-making
plant was completed in time to make the mix for the
floors of the warehouses and the base for several of
the structures at the launch site. A tall steel tower
for micrometeorological measurements was built immediately east of the meteorological station. On it are
four cup anemometers, two supersonic anemometers,
and two air-temperature platinum thermometers. Construction of a permanent airfield, to be used especially
by the Lockheed Cessna aerial-photography monoplane, was begun on the ice of the polar plateau
about 20 km east of Showa Station. A mobile structure and a marked airfield were completed and successfully used by helicopters as well as the Cessna.

Significant Activities of J.A.R.E.-10 Winter
Party
The wintering-over (February 1969—February
1970) group of 29 men was under the leadership of
Dr. Kou Kusunoki, Chief of the Department of Polar
Research and Information of the Polar Research
Center in Tokyo. This group included scientists
and technicians selected from Government, private
industry, and universities and colleges. Most of
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the routine programs were carried out by scientists
and technicians from Government agencies. These
programs included meteorological observations; radio
communications; visual and instrumental auroral observations; geomagnetic and seismological observations; tidal recordings; ionospheric soundings; and
geodetic, cartographic, and photogrammetric surveys.
During the period November 1969—January 1970,
an oversnow traverse was made to the Queen Fabiolá
Mountains to study geology, geomorphology, glaciology, and meteorology.
Special research projects proposed by individual
scientists and academic and other professional institutions and approved by the Science Council of Japan
numbered 15.

Significant Scientific Activities of the J.A.R.E.11 Winter Group
The overall program of the J.A.R.E.-11 winteringover party is rather comprehensive and is largely a
continuation of the systematic studies of preceding
expeditions. The program includes observations of
aurora and airgiow, the ionosphere, VLF emissions,
geomagnetism, cosmic rays, meteorology, infrasonic
pressure waves, gravity, oceanography, glaciology,
seismology, cartography, geology, geography, biology,
and medical research.
Scientific activities, other than those that required
continuous attention during the changeover, were
pretty much restricted till after the successful completion of the offloading and storage of cargo and
the construction of various facilities. During the period February 1-18, various field parties, especially
in geology, geomorphology, biology, glaciology, topography, geodesy, and magnetism, were flown to sites
near Langhovde Hills, Skarvsnes Foreland, Skallen
Hills, Langhovde Glacier, and Byvâgãsane Peaks, all
directly south of East Ongul Island and along the
eastern fringe of Lützow-Holm Bay. Unfortunately,
inclement weather curtailed some of the planned activities in the field.
Among the more specialized scientific activities in
the field should be mentioned the placement and
retrieval (after 20 days) by the Australian Exchange
Scientist of a magnetometer on a nunatak in the
Byvgãsane Peaks. This experiment required a comprehensive preliminary survey from helicopter and
aerial photographs. The three-fluxgate magnetometer
with accessories weighed nearly 700 kg.
During the first weeks of February, there were several successful balloon flights to record cosmic rays.
The 5, 000_M3 helium balloons were scheduled to
reach an altitude of 35 km.
In January, shortly after arrival, an over-ice traverse was made along the south coast of East to West
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

Ongul Island for the purpose of taking cores of the
ice and water nutrient samples below it. Numerous
samples for chlorophyll and phaeophytin were taken
in the ice and water of the ponds on East and West
Ongul Islands, Langhovde Glacier, and Byvgãsane
Peaks, and in the sea water circumjacent to northeast East Ongul Island. In several of these and other
areas, studies were made of mosses, lichens, benthos,
and phyto- and zooplankton.
An important mission of the summer program was
the continuation of a systematic aerial survey of
Lützow-Holm Bay, done from the Cessna aircraft
that was shipped to and returned from the Bay
aboard Fuji. In late January, Mr. Kozuo Matsuoka,
the pilot, flew the Cessna to the polar plateau near
the Queen Fabiola Mountains to parachute spare
parts to the returning traverse party which had a
disabled vehicle. During one of his flights across
Lützow-Holm Bay, Mr. Matsuoka discovered a small
island surrounded by fast ice. On February 14, the
U.S. Exchange Scientist accompanied Captain Isobe
and a small group of scientists and technicians to the
island for a brief survey of the lithology and moss
cover.
Another successful scientific program during February was the placement of a glaciological field party
at the western margin of Langhovde Glacier to establish a small base and place a line of markers on the
ice to study the lateral and meridional movement of
the glacier. Samples of snow and ice were obtained
for studying crystallography and composition.
A most significant scientific accomplishment was
the successful launch of two ionospheric rockets from
the pad on the northwest corner of East Ongul Island (Fig. 5). Dr. Takeo Hirasawa, a geophysicist
from the University of Tokyo, was largely responsible
for the development of the instrumentation and the
operation, as well as the analysis of the data. The two
rockets (S160 JA1 and S160 JA2) achieved the
projected altitude of 90 km. The first launch was on
February 10 and the second on February 17 (Fig.
5). The total length of the rocket was 3 1 889 mm;
its outer diameter, 160 mm; total weight, 113 kg:
and payload, 5.4 kg.
Research Program of the U.S. Exchange
Scientist

In addition to his cooperation with J.A.R.E.-11,
the U.S. Exchange Scientist was responsible for two
primary activities: 1) on the basis of aerial reconnaissance and ship cruises to make a general geomorphological survey of the Lützow-Holm Bay region;
and 2) to make a detailed geomorphological study of
East Ongul Island based on field reconnaissance.
Information for these two studies was obtained in
field-note form and on 35 mm color slides and 8 mm
November-December 1970
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Photo by Takao Hirasawa
Figure 5. Launch of S160 JA2, the second of two rockets with
instrument packages fired from the pad on the northwest corner
of East Ongul Island, February 17, 1970.

color film during 14 helicopter flights and four
cruises aboard Fuji within the bay, and 15 fieldreconnaissance trips in various directions across East
()ngul Island. About 600 color slides record
the landscape and, in conjunction with the field notes,
aerial photographs and maps will serve as sources of
information in preparing the text of the studies. There
are few general geographical-geomorphological studies
available in English of the Lützow-Holm Bay region
and East Ongul Island. Indeed, detailed exploration
has been limited to the 14 years that Japanese
scientists have occupied the region, although during this period several Russian expeditions have had
field parties there and have flown over the area.
From aerial photography and geodetic and topographic fields surveys, the Japanese have compiled
excellent topographic maps of the region and large237

scale topographic maps of the principal islands and
nunataks. These served the U.S. Exchange Scientist
as a base for his field reconnaissances. Another basic
source is the Antarctic Record.

From East Ongul Island to Cape Town,
South Africa
On February 17, Fuji departed East Ongul Island for home by way of Bouvet Island. The track
was south into the now thin fast ice and open water
circumjacent to the northern portion of Langhovde
Hills, then west and north closely paralleling the
track of the so-called "escape route" in the fast ice,
broken during the cruise of February 9 and 10 to
the southern edge of the pack. Late in the evening.
Fuji stopped in a severe snowstorm near Benten Island west of East Ongul Island.
On February 19, Fuji retraced her track to East
Ongul Island to pick up one of the scientists and
instruments and data connected with the rocket
launch of the 17th. Shortly after noon, she once
again retraced her track to Benten Island and then
northward to a site near the edge of the fast ice.
During this voyage, the U.S. Exchange Scientist made
a special study of the pattern and form of the numerous penguin tracks leading between the northern
edge of the fast ice and Langhovde Glacier, the movement of the penguins, and, as Fuji broke the ice, the
nature of the plankton colonies in the ice.
The northern portion of the fast ice became increasingly thicker, requiring frequent charging and
recharging. Early in the morning of February 20,
Fuji stopped her northward drive. The Captain and
several personnel, including the US. Exchange Scientist, flew by Sikorski to Showa Station for ceremonies officially transferring the leadership from Dr.
Kou Kusunoki to Dr. Tatsuro Matsuda. Included in
these memorable events was the gift to the U.S. Exchange Scientist of the now wind-tattered Stars and
Stripes that had flown on the hilltop overlooking the
station since his arrival on January 2.
Shortly after our return from Showa, Fuji got under way north across the transition between the fast
ice and the pack ice. Then she entered a long, narrow lead toward the west which led into pack ice.
The next day she encountered increasingly thick,
hard ice, and by late afternoon forward progress was
all but impossible. On February 22, a series of ice reconnaissances was carried out by helicopter. Several
leads were found, but an extensive bank of enveloping fog obscured the northern portion of the pack
ice. In the meantime, Fuji was maneuvered about
in successive counterclockwise charges and then retraced her track to near the fast ice of Lützow-Holm
Bay. This ended the planned possibility of scientists
flying to Riiser-Larsen Peninsula and visiting Bouvet
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Island en route to Cape Town. On the 23rd, forward progress was resumed northeastward through
the open-water lead and into the pack ice, which
became increasingly heavier and more brittle. Relatively little progress was made. A prevailingly north
and northeast strong wind, which had blown consistently for a number of days, was an ill omen because it is a prime element in compacting the pack as
it presses it toward the continent. This became distressingly clear, and on the 24th, the total forward
progress was measured in but a few meters.
Shortly after noon on February 25, Fuji, making
very little forward progress (412 rams had advanced
her but 720 m), was stopped dead in her track. All
four blades of the starboard screw had been sheared
to the hub by the ice. The ship was securely beset
at 68 0 24'S. 38 0 51'E. in a vast sea of iceberg-strewn,
heavily hummocked pack ice. The Fuji was about
75 km north of Showa Station, from which she had
departed a week earlier.
The ice-strengthened Soviet cargo ship Ob', near
Mirnyy, was closest to Fuji and responded to the call
for assistance, but she was unable to approach closer
than 28 km. Subsequently, USCGC Edisto departed
Wellington with a Japanese Maritime Self-Defense
Force liaison officer, and blankets, mattresses, food,
and special equipment, planning to make her way
east around Antarctica to a rendezvous with Glacier
at the edge of the pack ice in front of Fuji to attempt
a release of the ship. If that were not possible, the
scientists, technicians, and some crew members were
to be flown to the icebreakers for return home, possibly by way of Cape Town. A skeleton staff was to
remain aboard to winter over.
The personnel aboard Fuji were placed on rations,
and plans were made to meet various kinds of emergencies, especially as they related to the conservation
of resources for a potential winter-over. Water and
heat were the first commodities to be rationed. Freshwater was obtained from blocks of ice chopped from
selected hummocks of pack ice adjacent to the ship
and hand-passed to reservoirs within the ship. A "University of Fuji" was inaugurated to sponsor a series
of lectures on various scientific topics. Various moralboosting activities such as skits and commemorations
were instituted.
On March 17, an afternoon was given to a succession of humorous skits imploring the "God of the Big
Wind" to cause a south wind to blow the pack ice
away and free the ship. By coincidence, the pack ice
opened during that night, and the next morning the
Captain, by a succession of skillful maneuvers of the
ship and with the assistance of helicopters on ice reconnaissance, gradually inched the ship on its one
screw to a strategically developed lead that fortunately
led to more open pack. Glacier and Edisto were informed and returned to their assigned tasks. During
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

the 23 days of beset, Fuji had drifted 10 km to the
southwest into the entrance of Lützow-Holm Bay.
During the day and night of the 19th, Fuji sailed
through a succession of open-water leads, increasingly
thinner pack ice, and communities of towering icebergs. Shortly after midnight, the ship was once again
in ice-flecked open water. In this relatively , calm
water, Fuji stopped for several hours to batten down
the hatches, clear the decks, and secure the cargo
on the open decks for the rough seas expected ahead.
All hands were notified that the destination was to be
Cape Town, South Africa.
Late in the afternoon of March 20, at about
63 0 30'S., the last iceberg was sighted in a partial fog
and increasingly heavy seas. During the evening, Fuji
entered very heavy seas and at times gale-like conditions, which lasted for most of six days. Lists of 420
were recorded. Because of the heavy seas and delayed
schedule, no oceanographic observations were made.
Fuji docked at the main wharf in Cape Town on
March 29, and the U.S. Exchange Scientist left the
ship on the 31st.
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reorganized as the Polar Research Center on April 17,
1970. Dr. Masayoshi Murayama continues as Director
and is also Chief of the Expedition Administration. Dr.
Kusunoki is Chief of the Department of Polar Research
and Information. The Center has been given greater
autonomy and expanded scope of activities.
11. Antarctic Record, 1-37.
Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition. Scientific Reports, Series A, B, C, D, E, F.
Teion Kagaku, Series A (Physical Science) and Series
B (Biological Science).
12. The U.S. Exchange Scientists with J.A.R.E. have been
Henry S. Francis, Jr., National Science Foundation,
1965-1966 (see note 9); Wakefield Dort, Jr., University of Kansas, 1966-1967 (see Antarctic Journal of
the U.S., 11(3) : 78-80, 1967); Martin P. Sponholz,
Environmental Science Services Administration, 19671968; Gerard A. Roach, University of Denver, 19681969; Herman R. Friis, The National Archives, 19691970.
13. These were Daniel J . Meloy, 1958-1959 (see Japanese
Antarctic Expedition (1958-1959). U.S. Antarctic
Projects Officer, Washington, D.C. 45 p.), and Walter
Boxell, 1960-1961. They were designated observers and
selected by the U.S. Antarctic Projects Office.
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